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Plato and the Method of Analysis
STEPHEN MENN

ABSTRACr
Late ancient Platonists and Aristoteliansdescribe the method of reasoning to first
principles as "analysis."This is a metaphorfrom geometrical practice. How far
back were philosopherstaking geometric analysis as a model for philosophy, and
what work did they mean this model to do? After giving a logical descriptionof
analysis in geometry, and arguing that the standard(not entirely accurate) late
ancient logical description of analysis was already familiar in the time of Plato
and Aristotle, I argue that Plato, in the second geometrical passage of the Meno
(86e4-87b2), is taking analysis as a model for one kind of philosophical reasoning, and I explore the advantages and limits of this model for philosophical
discovery, and in particularfor how first principles can be discovered, without
circularity,by argument.

Aristotle cites Plato as asking whether, at any given stage in an argument,
"we are on the way to the principles or from the principles" (NE 1,4 1095a32-

3). The word "principle,"&pXq,means literally"beginning."Greekphilosophersuse the word to mean whateveris priorto everythingelse. This
might be straightforwardtemporalpriority- for the pre-Socratics,the
&pXaiare whatevertherewas beforethe ordereduniversewas formedout
of them - but Plato and Aristotleextendthe word to more abstractsenses
of priority.Philosophersbefore Plato had assumedthat the beginningof
things is also the right beginningfor our argumentor discourseaboutthe
things;Plato and Aristotleare saying,by contrast,thatthereare two stages
of argument,first to the cpXai (contrary to the "natural"order of the
things)and thenfromthe dCpXai
(followingthe naturalorder).Plato's point
is that, when we begin an argument,we are not immediatelyin a position to grasp the &pXai, but must somehow reason back to them from
somethingmore immediatelyevident. As Aristotleputs it, we must begin
with "the things that are better known to us" and reason to "the things
that are betterknown by nature"and are priorby nature:the goal is to
make the things that are betterknown by naturealso betterknown to us,
so that we can use them as a starting-pointof argumentto gain scientific
knowledgeof the things that are derivedfrom these apXai.
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Late ancient philosophers(middle- and neo-Platonists,and the Peripatetic Alexanderof Aphrodisias)are very interestedin this process of
reasoningback to first principles.They call it "analysis,"and contrastit
with "synthesis"as reasoningfromthe principles;and somethinglike this
description of analytical reasoning remains familiar to us.' But this
descriptionis very problematic,and my goal here is to begin to get clear
on the problemsthat it involves.
To describePlato's or Aristotle's procedureof reasoningto principles
as "analysis"is to apply a metaphorfrom geometry:"analysis"is the
name for a definite geometrical procedure,and the neo-Platonistsare
conscious that they are speakingmetaphoricallyin extendingthe term to
philosophy.The neo-Platonistswere (at their best) mathematicallywelleducatedpeople,and the studyof analysis(what Pappuscalls the &vaXvoievo0 t6iOo;) is the key to the non-elementary part of geometry, in Pappus'

words "a special resourcethat was prepared,after the discovery of the
common Elements,for those who want to acquirein geometrya power
of solving problemsset to them".2The neo-Platonistswant to claim a connectionbetween this geometricalprocedureand the philosophicalmethod
of arguingto firstprinciples.Proclusactuallysays thatPlato"taught"geometrical analysis to the geometer Leodamas (In Euclidem p. 211, cp.
p. 66), apparentlyimplyingthatPlato inventedthe methodof analysisand
CertainlyPlato did not invent analypassed it on to the mathematicians.3
sis; thereis good reasonto thinkthatthe methodwas used by Hippocrates
of Chios as early as 430 BC; ProclusroutinelycreditsPlato with inventing any mathematicalidea or propositionthat is mentionedin a Platonic
dialogue,4and we need not take these ascriptionstoo seriously.But it is
worth thinking about why Proclus and other Platonists would want to
claim the methodof analysis for Plato. The methodof analysis had enormous prestige,in antiquityand down to the days of Descartesand Fermat,

Accepted November 2001
' Many of the relevant texts of late ancient philosophers (from Alcinous through
the sixth century AD) are collected and discussed by Donald Morrison in a work-inprogress, which I have used with profit.
2 From the beginning of Pappus' Collection VII, Jones' translationmodified (text
and translationfrom Pappus of Alexandria,Book 7 of the Collection, edited with translation and commentaryby AlexanderJones, 2 vols., New York-Berlin-Heidelberg,1986).
3 Diogenes Laertius in his Life of Plato (DL III,24) attributesthe same report to
the early second century AD Academic Favorinus; it must have become a commonplace of the Platonic school.
I As noted by Wilbur Knorr,The Evolution of the Euclidean Elements (Dordrecht,
1975), p. 6.
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because it was seen as the basic method of mathematicaldiscovery:not
simply a way for a studentto discover and assimilatefor himself propositions alreadyknown to his teachers,but also a way for a maturegeometer to discover previously unknown propositions. While analysis is a
methodwith clear rules for step-by-stepwork (thoughit is not a mechanical method- the geometermust apply the rules intelligentlyin orderto
succeed),it terminateswhen somethingunpredictably"clicks";then, if and
when this happens,the geometermust again proceedmethodically(again,
not mechanically)by the methodof synthesis,to confirmwhat has been
discoveredby analysis;if this succeeds,then the newly discoveredproposition may be presentedwith a demonstrationin the usual highly stylized
form given in the classic Greek mathematicaltexts. Since it is obvious
that the propositionsof, for instance, Euclid's Elements or Apollonius'
Conics were not first discoveredby means of the demonstrationsthat are
now used to justify them, it is naturalto ask how else they were discovered; and in many cases it is naturalto suspect that they were first discoveredby analysis.Indeed,Archimedesactuallygives us the analysis as
well as the synthetic demonstrationfor several propositionsof On the
Sphere and the CylinderII, and so does Apolloniusfor several propositions of the Conics, and for all the propositionsof the Cutting-offof a
Ratio (extantin an Arabictranslation):these are by far the earliestextant
examples of analysis, and they show that much later accountsof analysis, such as Pappus',do faithfullyreflect geometricalpracticeat least as
far back as the thirdcenturyBC.s So it was naturalfor the philosophers

I Archimedes On the Sphere and the Cylinder Book HI,1and 3-7; Apollonius Conics
11,44-47and 49-51; Jones discusses the Cutting-offof a Ratio, op. cit., pp. 510-12 and
translatessome sections of it pp. 606-19. All of these analyses are of problems rather
than theorems. There are theoretical analyses in the manuscriptsof Euclid Elements
XIII,1-5, but these are agreed to be post-Euclidean,and their origin and date are uncertain (the text is printed in Heiberg's Teubner Elements in an appendix, v. 4 pp. 36477). On the history of analysis, as opposed to the history of descriptions of analysis
by mathematicians or philosophers, there is useful material in Wilbur Knorr, The
Ancient Tradition of Geometric Problems (Boston, 1986) and in Richard Ferrier's
introductionto The Data of Euclid, translatedby George McDowell and Merle Sokolik
(Baltimore, 1993); McDowell and Sokolik also translate one of the extant analyses
from Apollonius' Conics, showing how it makes use of the Data. Also JaakkoHintikka
and Unto Remes in The Method of Analysis (Dordrecht, 1974), in addition to discussing the logical structureof analysis from a modernpoint of view, give useful annotated versions of two analyses in Pappus, pp. 22-6 and pp. 52-3. Finally, Alexander
Jones' translationand commentary on Pappus Collection Book VII, cited above, are
very useful.
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to regardanalysis as the living core of Greekmathematicalthought,what
the geometersdid by themselvesand taughtto their students,while most
of the works they publishand make availableto people outsidethe school
are only the dead husks. If analysis is such a powerfulsource of insight
in mathematics,it is naturalfor the philosophersto hope to find something like it in philosophy.
At least from the second centuryAD on, the philosopherswere interested in taking geometricalanalysis as a model for philosophy:the hope
was that the provedsuccess of the methodin mathematicswould rub off
on the philosophers,or, more cynically, that the prestigeof the methodin
mathematicswould help to justify what the philosopherswere already
doing.6WhatI am interestedin is whetherPlato, in the fourthcenturyBC,
was alreadytakingthis kind of interestin the methodof analysis.Proclus
likes to think of Plato the philosopheras giving directionsto the mathematiciansabout what problemsto work on, and even as teaching them
mathematicalmethods,but it is more fruitfulto ask what philosophical
inspirationPlato may have taken from the mathematicians:for it is certainly clear thatPlatowas an enthusiastfor mathematicaltrainingand that
he "everywheretries to arouseadmirationfor mathematicsamongstudents
of philosophy"(ProclusIn Euclidemp. 66).7Plato and his contemporaries
do not use "analysis,"as the neo-Platonistswill, as a generaltermfor all
reasoningto firstprinciplesin philosophyas well as mathematics.Indeed,
Plato never uses the word "analysis"(or the verb &vakX_tv)at all. But
that does not show that Plato and others in the Academy may not have
thoughtabout or alluded to geometricalanalysis, or taken it as a model
in their own reasoning.I will argue that Plato does, at least once, allude
to geometricalanalysis, and that he at least experimentedwith taking it
as a model for philosophicalreasoning.
First I should say what the method of analysis was. It is standard
to start by commenting on the late ancient definitions or descriptions
of analysis, since we have nothing like a definition of analysis before
aboutthe firstcenturyAD (probablythe earliestare Heronand Alcinous;
the only extended description is in Pappus, probably third century).8
Unfortunately,these descriptionsof analysis are unclearand sometimes

6

This history will be traced in Don Morrison's work-in-progresscited above.
For a sceptical treatmentof the image of Plato as "researchdirector"of mathematics in the Academy, see now Leonid Zhmud, "Plato as 'Architect of Science,"' in
Phronesis, v. 43 (1998), pp. 211-44.
K The Heron text, short and probablynot improved in translation,is cited by Nairizi
7
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misleadingat crucial points, so they need a fair amountof commentary.
Fortunately,we are not dependenton these "official"descriptions,and
(despitethe impressionone might get from the scholarlyliterature)there
is no real doubt about what analysis was - there are the extant texts of
Archimedes,Apolloniusand Pappuspracticinganalysis, and this is not a
lost art, but somethingone can easily train oneself to do on the ancient
model; and once we master the practice,we can understandthe official

("Anaritius");a medieval Latin translationis printedin the TeubnerEuclid, v. 5, p. 89,
lines 13-21. Alcinous discusses analysis in Didaskalikos chapter 5, sections 4-6 (his
"second type of analysis" is the relevant one); also the interpolatedanalyses of Euclid
Elements XIII,1-5, cited in a previous note, begin with brief definitions of analysis and
synthesis (though the definition of synthesis is corrupt),which may conceivably be the
earliest extant. The only account that might actually be helpful is Pappus': "What is
called the Domain of Analysis, my son Hermodorus,is, in sum, a special resource that
was prepared,after the discovery of the common Elements, for those who want to
acquire in geometry a power of solving problems set to them; and it is useful for this
alone. It was written by three men - Euclid the Elementarist,Apollonius of Perga, and
Aristaeus the elder - and it proceeds by the methods of analysis and synthesis. Now
analysis is the path from what one is seeking, as if it were established [or agreed],
through the things that follow, to something that is established by synthesis. For in
analysis we assume what is sought as if it has been achieved, and look for the thing
from which it comes about, and again what comes before that, until by regressing in
this way we come upon some one of the things that are already known, or that occupy
the rank of a first principle. We call such a method 'analysis,' that is, ava'icktv

Xi'at;

['solution backwards']. In synthesis, by reversal, we assume what was obtained last
in the analysis to have been achieved already, and by arrangingin their naturalorder
as antecedents what were consequents in the analysis, and by putting them together,
we reach the goal of the constructionof what was sought; and we call this 'synthesis.' There are two kinds of analysis: one of them seeks after truth,and is called 'theoretic' [or 'theorematic'], while the other tries to furnish something that has been
prescribed [for us to construct], and is called 'problematic.' In the theoretic kind, we
assume what is sought as being, i.e. as true, and then proceed, through what follows
as true-and-beingaccording to the assumption, to something that is [already] agreed:
if it is agreed to be true, what was sought will also be true, and its proof is the reverse
of the analysis; but if we encountersomething agreed to befalse, then what was sought
will also be false. In the problematickind, we assume the thing prescribedas if known,
and then, proceed throughwhat follows as true, to something that is [already] agreed:
if it is agreed to be possible and furnishable (what the mathematicianscall 'given'),
the thing prescribedwill also be possible, and again the proof will be the reverse of
the analysis; but if we encounter something agreed to be impossible, the problem too
will be impossible. Atoptag6o is adding a condition [reading npoa5txaroX'i for
npo8taatoXi] on when, how, and in how many ways the problem will be possible.
So much, then, on analysis and synthesis." (Pappus, Collection VII,1-2, Jones' translation modified).
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descriptions,while recognizingtheir imprecisions.'While analysis is not
terriblymysterious,it is difficultto give a precise logical account of it;
and given the generalfailureof the Greeksat describingthe logical structure of mathematicalreasoning,it is not surprisingthat theirdescriptions
of the logic of analysis can be improvedon. A basically correctlogical
descriptionhas been given by Hintikkaand Remes (along with, unfortunately, much that is incorrect),and I will make use of theirwork, as well
as of the extant ancientexamples and descriptionsof analysis.
The most commonaccountof analysis,both in the ancientsourcesand
in modern reconstructions,goes something like this. We are trying to
prove a propositionP, the Clqtoiu'evovor thing-sought.As a heuristic
towardfindinga proof, we assume the 4iyrol4tevovP as if it were known
to be true, and then draw inferencesfrom this assumption;the analysis
terminates- and something"clicks"- when we deriveeithera proposition
known to be true (from the principlesof geometryand from theoremswe
have alreadyproved),or else a propositionknown to be false. If we can
infer from P to a propositionknown to be false, then we have proved1 P
by reductioad absurdum.If we have inferredfrom P to a propositionR
thatwe know to be true,thenwe can try to reverseeach step of the derivation of R from P: if this succeeds, then the proof of R, togetherwith the
derivationof P from R, give us a proof of P. Of course,thereis no guarantee that the analysis (i.e. the derivationof R from P) is reversible:but
it does very frequentlyhappen that steps of geometricalargumentsare
reversible(i.e. that if a step P-+Q is legitimate,so is Q-+P;e.g. "if triangle ABC is isosceles, it has equal base angles",and also "if triangleABC
has equal base angles, it is isosceles"), and in carryingout the analysis
intelligentlywe will try to avoid obviously non-reversiblesteps (e.g. "if
triangleABC is isosceles, its angles are equal to two right angles").So
althoughan analysis leading to a positive result does not guaranteethat
the 4Toi4tEVOV can be proved,it may still be heuristicallyuseful, since it
constructsa plausibleoutline for a proof, and we can then try to fill in
the steps. Some ancient(and modem)writers,botheredby the logical gap
betweena successfulanalysisof P and a successfulproofof P, say instead
that analysis begins from the 4iyrou'4evov P and proceeds (not to proposi-

tions that follow from P but) to "propositionsfrom which the

iiTo'gevov

9 Nineteenth-centurygeometry texts often gave instructionsfor how to carry out
analyses and syntheses - these instructions are logically inexact, but show that the
authors, and the teachers and students who used their books, did habitually carry out
the practice of analysis.
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would follow," so that as soon as we reach a propositionknown to be
true, we would have a guaranteedproof of P. But it is historicallyclear
that analysiswas always a deductiveprocedurestartingwith the 4itouievov, and this is also much more practicableand heuristicallyuseful. The
only legitimate sense in which in analysis we are looking for "propositions from which the 4To{jievov would follow" ratherthan "propositions
which follow from the 4TfloU{gevov"is that we are looking for propositions

which, in the completeddemonstration,will be priorto P, and so which,
in some vague "causal"sense, may be seen as "naturally"priorto P.
However,as Hintikkaand Remes recognized,this standardaccountof
analysis is logically very imprecise,and its imprecisionsmake it hard to
see why analysiswould be heuristicallyvaluable.While analysislooks for
a proof of a proposition by assuming the 4Tyou'evov as if it were known

and drawing inferences from it, it is a serious mistake to identify the
tol4icEVOV with the propositionwe are trying to prove. To begin with,
Greekmathematicaltexts containtwo kinds of propositions,theoremsand
problems,and analysis may be seeking a proof of either. Only theorems
are what we would call propositions:a theoremis a statementasserting
that all figures of a given class have some particularproperty,while a
problemis a challengeto constructa figurehavingcertainprescribedproperties (and/or certain prescribedrelations to a given figure). While the
enunciationof a theorem is a complete sentence, the enunciationof a
problemis an infinitivephrase(e.g. "to inscribein a given circle a triangle similarto a given triangle"or "to constructan equilateraland equiangular pentagon").Pappus distinguishesaccordinglybetween "theoretic"
analysis(analysisof theorems)and"problematic"
analysis(analysisof problems). In problematic analysis the 7n?ob'gevov is not a proposition at all,

but ratheran object, the figurewe are tryingto construct:we assume the
desired figure as if its size, shape and position were known, and make
constructionsout of it (and drawinferencesaboutthe figureswe construct,
from the assumptionthat the 4nto{vtevovhad the prescribedproperties),
until "somethingclicks" and we constructa figurewhose size, shape and
positionwe recognizethat we can determinefrom the givens of the problem alone (togetherwith the principlesof geometryand with propositions
we have already proved), independentlyof our assumption about the
411tro1)I.tvov.Having reached this point, we then try to reverse the con-

structionand the accompanyinginferencesto produce a constructionof
the 4ntouigtvov and a proof that it does indeed have the prescribed prop-

erties. The ancientgeneralaccountsof analysis which speak of assuming
the 4nTou'evovas if it were known,inferringto somethingindependently
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known, and then reversingthe reasoningto demonstratethe IJTo{iPEvov,
are deliberatelyvague enough to include this case; we miss problematic
analysis, and thus badly misrepresentthe analyticmethod,if we identify
the 4toU0gEVOV with the propositionwe are tryingto prove.
In fact, even in the case of theoretical analysis, the il?ou1gevov is gen-

erally not the propositionto be proved. A typical theoremcan be represented as Vx (Px-+Qx)'?(e.g. "for any triangleABC, if AB = AC, then
ZABC = ZACB"). In analyzing this theorem, the

411o-14EVOV

will not be

the propositionVx (Px-+Qx),but ratherthe propositionQx. We take as
given an arbitraryx such thatPx; and thenwe also assumethe 4fltOu'eVOV
Qx as if it were known to be true; we then draw inferences from the
4nrobVg?vov Qx, makinguse of the "given"Px as well as of the principles
of geometryand of other propositionsalreadyproved.The analysis terminateswhen we infer a propositionRx whose truthvalue we can determine independentlyof the 4itou'evov Qx. If Rx is knownto be true,from
Px as well as the principles of geometry and other propositions already

proved, then we can try to reverse the analysis. We could describethis
reversalas turningthe derivationof Rx from Qx into a derivationof Qx
from Rx; but since we used the fact that Px in derivingRx from Qx, and
since we will also have to use Px in reversingthe analysis to derive Qx
from Rx, it is more accurateto say that we are turninga derivationof
RxrPx from QxrPx into a derivationof QxrPx from RxroPx.If we can
do this, we have a proof of the theoremVx (Px-+Qx):first assume an
arbitraryx such thatPx, then infer from Px to Rx, then infer from PxnRx
to Qx, then conclude that Vx (Px-+Qx)." Or the analysis could have a
negative result:either we could infer from QxnPx to a propositionRx
thatwe knowto contradictPx (in whichcase we haveprovedVx (Px-_--Qx),
so Vx (Px-*Qx) is false unless Vx -1Px);or we might recognizethat Rx
is true for some but not all x such that Px, in which case we know that
Vx (Px-+Qx)is false, but we can conjecturethat the analysisis reversible
and that Vx (PxrRx-+Qx), with the extra conditionadded,will be true.
As Hintikkaand Remes point out, the analysis is not simply working
"backward" from the lirrou'u?vov Qx to infer the "beginning" Px: rather,

t0 When I say "Vx", this means a block of universal quantifiers,possibly more than
one (but it is importantthat there are no existential quantifiersin Greek theorems);
similarly, "Px" may really be a relational expression "Pxyz".
" The argument will depend on a natural-deductionstep, but so do all proofs in
Greek geometry, since they all work by proving the instance of the propositionset out
in the c0e'At; and toptag'S;, and then inferringto the universal proposition.
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the analysis startsby assumingboth ends together,and this additionallogical power helps to explain why we are likely to be able to infer something thatwe can recognizeas true(or as false): whereas,if we were simply arguing"backwards"from Qx to Px, it is hardto see why this should
be heuristicallyany more useful than arguing"forwards."'2
We can try to give a similar logical descriptionof problemsand of
problematicanalysis.This shouldcome with a warninglabel, since, in the
case of problemsmore clearly than in the case of theorems,we are in
conflict with the Greek conceptionof these propositionswhen we represent them in the notationof the predicatecalculus.To every Greekproblem thereis a correspondingpropositionwith the logical form Vx (Px-+3y
Qxy) [or in prenex normalform Vx3y (Px-+Qxy)]- so the problem"to
inscribe in a given circle a triangle similar to a given triangle"can be
rewrittenas "forany circle x and any trianglex', thereis a triangley such
that y is inscribedin x and y is similarto x"'. Any demonstrationof the
problemalso demonstratesthis universal-existentialproposition;but the
only acceptabledemonstrationsof the problemare constructivedemony
strations,that is, proceduresthat show how to constructthe Ctycol,uevov
from any given x such that Px, accompaniedby a proof that Qxy.'3Greek
theorems,as opposed to problems,never involve existential quantifiers;
propositionsappearin Greekmathematicsonly in the
universal-existential
guise of problems.'4I am not saying that Greek geometersidentifiedthe

With the above account compare Hintikka and Remes, esp. pp. 31-9.
However, the proof might not satisfy the scruples of a modem constructivist,
since it might rely on the law of the excluded middle.
14 This needs some qualification, since there are some propositions, sometimes
called "porisms"ratherthan "problems,"which are phrasedas a challenge, not to construct something, but to find something (because it is a point or an abstractmagnitude
or number,none of which are properly"constructed,"or because it has already implicitly been constructedin the ?W6eat;or in the demonstrationof a previous proposition).
But these, like problems, are infinitive phrases ratherthan what we would call propositions. There are also some propositions in Euclid's arithmetical books (the group
beginning VIII,8, on how many numbers "fall" in continued proportionbetween two
given numbers, and IX,20, "prime numbers are more than any assigned multitude of
prime numbers"),as well as X,1 ("two unequal magnitudes being set out, if from the
greater there be subtracteda magnitude greater than its half, and from that which is
left a magnitudegreaterthan its half, and if this process be repeated continually, there
will be left some magnitude which will be less than the lesser magnitude set out"),
which are phrased as theorems but might be stated in modern terms as universal-existential propositions,with the existential quantifierrangingover finite sequences of arbitrarylength. But Euclid certainly does not understandthe propositionsin this way, and
12

13
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problemwith the universal-existentialproposition,but insisted that such
propositionscould only be proved constructively;nor am I saying that
they distinguishedthe problemfrom the universal-existential
proposition,
and said that a narrowerrange of demonstrationswould be acceptablefor
the problemthan for the theoreticalproposition.The truthis that neither
Greekmathematiciansnor Greekphilosophershad a conceptionof a universal-existentialpropositionat all, and that Greek geometersphrasedso
many of their propositionsas problems,as challenges to do or construct
something,partlyas an attemptto compensatefor the lack of a logic that
could handle multiplyquantifiedpropositions.
With these caveats, we can try to give a logical descriptionof problematic analysis. In the problemVx (Px-+]y Qxy), on the Greek understanding,the 41iTo0visEvov
is not a propositionbut an object y such that
Qxy. In analysis,we assume a given x such that Px, and we also assume
the illToievov y such that Qxy. We then make constructionsand inferences from x and y, using the given Px and the assumption Qxy.
Eventuallywe constructan object z having some particularrelationto x,
such that we can determinez merely from knowing what x is and from
knowing that Px, withoutrelying on y or on the assumptionQxy. Using
"4p"
etc. as symbolsforconstruction-procedures,
thishappensif fromPxrQxy
we can derive Rxq(x, y), and if from PxnRxz we can derive z = y(x). If
this succeeds, we try to reverse the analysis, first by proving that Px
implies RxNI(x),and then by reversingthe constructionof z = (p(x,y) to
give a constructiony = x(x, z), and provingthatPxr)Rxzimply QxX(x,z).
If this can be done, then setting y = x(x, Ny(x))gives us a constructionprocedureanda prooffor Vx (Px-+3yQxy).S Or,with problematicas with

indeed the awkwardness of these propositions reflects his lack of the concept of a
sequence as the kind of object that can be quantifiedover. This kind of difficultyseems
not to arise in the geometrical books.
Is It is worth stressing that there is a close formal parallelism between problematic
and theoretic analysis, since this may be disguised by the symbolism I have used,
which is considerably more complicated for problematic than for theoretic analysis.
But we could instead describe problematicanalysis by mimicking the simpler description of theoretic analysis, by saying "assume the tnirobUgvov

3y Qxy as well as the

given Px, then infer a proposition3z Rxz which we know to be true (or false) on the
basis of the given Px, then (if the result was positive) try to reverse by showing that
3z Rxz implies the 4qtoi'*evov 3y Qxy".Here,by treating3y Qxy as if it were a monadic
predicate of x, we are putting the problematic analysis into the form of a theoretic
analysis. And this is in fact a logically correct descriptionof problematicanalysis, as
long as we require proofs of existential propositionsto be constructive:thus proving
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theoreticanalysis, we might reach a negative result, discoveringthat the
assumptionQxy contradictsthe given Px: this would happenif (as before)
we constructsome (p(x,y) satisfyinga relationRx(p(x,y), and then, instead
of (as in the positive case) recognizingthat [PxrRxz],[Pxn(z = (x))],
we recognizethat PxrRxz imply a contradiction,and that the problemis
therefore unsolvable. But more often than reaching a purely negative
result,we will discoverthat the problemis solvable only undersome conditions:this will happenwhen we recognizethatPxrRxz imply some furtherconditionSx; we can then try to reversethe analysisby showing that,
underthe hypothesisSx, z is given by some constructionxV(x),and that
PxrSx imply RxNI(x),and so on, using z = V(x) to constructy and to
deduce Qxy. In this case analysis will have revealed the StoptaRgo,the
necessaryand sufficientconditionsfor the problemto be solvable,and this
was indeed one majoruse of problematicanalysis in Greek geometry.It
may also happenthat we do not know how to lead the analysis to either
a positive or a negativeresult,but that we can reducethe problem"given
x such that Px, to constructy such that Qxy" to an easier or more fundamentalproblem,"given x such that Px, to constructz such that Rxz":
this will happenif, as before,we find a construction-procedure
(p(x,y) and
provethatPxriQxy imply Rx(p(x,y), and if we can thenreversethis analyx(x, z) and proving that PxnRxz
sis by findinga construction-procedure
imply Qxx(x, z). Once again, this was a majoruse of problematicanalysis: indeed, it seems reasonableto describeHippocratesof Chios' reduction of the problemof doubling the cube to the problemof finding two
mean proportionalsas an early applicationof problematicanalysis.
Problematicand theoreticanalysis are formallysimilarenough that (in
both ancient and modem accounts) they are often covered by the same
generaldescription:these descriptionstend to apply more immediatelyto
Aiedretic analysis, which is logically simpler,leaving problematicanalysis is an awkwardcomplication.Nonetheless,it is clear both that problematic analysis is historicallyolder, and that it was heuristicallymore
fruitful.That problematicanalysis is older is naturalenough, since it is
an older and more basic task of geometryto constructor find objects satisfying given descriptions(and the most basic task, that of measuringe.g.

[Pxr)3y Qxy]-+[3z Rxz] means finding a construction-procedure(p(x, y) and proving
Vy ([Pxn3y Qxy]-+Rxp(x, y)); proving Px[3z Rxz] means finding a constructionprocedure4i(x) and proving Px-+Rxxy(x);and proving [Pxr3z Rxz]-*[3y Qxyl means
finding a construction-procedurex(x, z) and proving Vz ([PxnRxz]-+Qxx (x, z)).
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an area, was construedas the problem"to constructa squareequal to a
given area"),while clear standardsof proof andjustificationdevelop only
over time. And while theoreticalanalysis is essentiallya methodfor discoveringa proof of a given proposition,problematicanalysis is originally
a method for discoveringa construction-procedure,
althoughit can also
help us discover a proof that this proceduredoes what it is supposedto.
This also helps to explainwhy problematicanalysiswas heuristicallymore
important:to apply theoretical analysis to a proposition P, we must
alreadyhave come to suspect somehow that the propositionis true (one
commonuse would be in teaching,where the studentbelieves P because
the teacher[or a book] says so, and then tries to find the proof for himself using analysis).'6In problematicanalysis,on the otherhand,while we
must suspectthatthe problemhas some solution(and often it is intuitively
obvious [e.g. by a vriat;] that it does, at least subjectto some btoptapo6;),
we may have no clue at all aboutwhat the solutionwill be. If we are trying to prove (and prove constructively)a propositionVx (Px-ey Qxy),
problematicanalysis can suggest a function (p and suggest that we try
provingVx (Px-+Qxp(x)),and this is likely to get us over the biggest hurdle towardsfindingthe proof;and in this way problematicanalysis may
lead us to theoremsas well as to solutionsof problems.All these reasons
help to explain why, in the Greek texts, we find mostly descriptionsof
what seems to be theoreticalanalysis, but mostly examplesof problematic analysis.
II
Given this description of geometrical analysis, as it was practiced in
Plato's time and after,we are in a positionto ask: does Plato referto the
method of analysis, and does he (like late ancient Platonists and
Peripatetics)take it as a model for philosophicalreasoningtoward first
principles?
As I have alreadysaid, Plato never uses the word "analysis";but this
is compatiblewith his being aware of analysis as a distinctivegeometrical practice,and with his alludingto this practicewithoutusing the name
"analysis."In fact it is tolerablycertain,not only thatPlato was awareof
analysis as a distinctive geometricalpractice, but also that he knew it
underthe name"analysis,"and thathe was familiarwith roughlythe same
16
Compare Diogenes Laertius VII,179, where Chrysippus tells Cleanthes that he
wants only to be taught the doctrines, and he will find the demonstrationsfor himself.
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(inadequate)logical descriptionof analysis that we find in later writers
such as Alcinous and Pappus.The reason I thinkPlato must have known
the name "analysis,"and the ancientlogical descriptionof analysis,is that
we find the name and the descriptionin three passages of Aristotle(two
of them plausibly written in Plato's lifetime). Aristotle had no special
expertisein mathematicsgoing beyond his Academiccolleagues, and the
texts show that he is referringto a method that he expects his students,
not merely to have heardof, but to be accustomedto practicethemselves
(the texts are in fact unintelligibleexcept to someonewho alreadyknows
what analysis is, and have often been misunderstoodby both ancientand
modem readers).Aristotleis reflectingmathematicalknowledgethat was
current in the Academy, and using it to make his own philosophical
points; and the same mathematicalknowledgewas availablefor Plato to
use in makinghis philosophicalpoints, if this is what he wanted to do.
I will firstbrieflygo throughthe texts of Aristotle,to show what knowledge of analysis could be presupposedin the Academy;then I will argue
that in at least one extant text - the Meno - Plato does refer to the method

of analysis, althoughnot by name; then I will comment on the harder
question of what philosophical points Plato thought this mathematical
practicecould illustrate.
Two of the Aristotlepassagesare in logical contexts,and makeroughly
the same point: Posterior Analytics I,12 78a6-13 and Sophistici Elenchi

16 175a26-28.The PosteriorAnalyticspassage says: "If it were impossible to show [86t4ai = deduce] somethingtrue from somethingfalse, then
would be easy: for [the analysis] would necessaranalysis [6o avakXUelv]
For let A be true [ov]; but if this is true,these
ily convert[avtLop?(ppEtv].
things (say, B) are true [i.e. I can deduce B from A], which [sc. B] I [in
fact] know to be true. Then from these things I will show that that [sc.
A] is true.'7Now mathematical[arguments]convertmore often, because
they do not assume somethingaccidental[as a premiss](and in this they
differ from dialectical arguments),but rather[they assume as premisses]
17 I am translatingov throughout as "true",which is the easiest way to take the
passage (but NB "true" in the first sentence is the unambiguous aikXiOk);if this is
right, Aristotle is talking about theoretical analysis. But it is just possible that "A is
ov means "A exists"; e.g., if "A" stands for "equilateraland equiangularpentagon,"
then "A is ov" means "there is an equilateral and equiangular pentagon," in which
case Aristotle is giving a - rather less logically precise - description of problematic
analysis. Nothing much hangs on this; either (as I will assume) Aristotle is talking
about theoretical analysis, or he is assimilating problematicand theoreticalanalysis so
closely that it is impossible to tell them apart.
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definitions."The passage is very condensed,but Aristotle'sbasic point is
clear enough.'8Aristotlehas been saying that there are valid arguments
with (some or all) false premissesbut trueconclusions.He then illustrates
this with an appealto his readers'(or hearers')experience:life would be
much easier in geometryif this were not the case, i.e. if every valid argument to a true conclusion also had (all) true premisses, since then an
analysis could always be convertedinto a syntheticdemonstration.I am
trying to demonstratea 4ntouigivovA;'9 so, for purposesof analysis, I
assume A as if it were known to be true, and deduce B, which I in fact
know to be true;so the analysis terminates.If every valid argumentto a
trueconclusionhad all its premissestrue,then, since thereis a valid argument from A to B, and since B is true, necessarilyA would also be true;
so we could automaticallyconvertthe argumentfrom A to B into a valid
argumentfrom B to A; and since we know that B is true,this would give
a demonstrationof A. In fact, since some argumentsdo lead from false
premissesto true conclusions,not all analysesconvert;but Aristotleadds
that, as a matterof mathematicalexperience,analysesoften do convert.I
am not sure exactly what to make of Aristotle'sexplanation,namely that
mathematicalinferencestake definitionsratherthan accidentalproperties
as theirpremisses;but one illustrationwould be that, if an inference(say,
that a certainequalityholds) dependson the premissthat a certainangle
is right, it will use the full strengthof the premissthat the angle is right,
and not merely that it is (say) greaterthan 80 degrees;so it is likely to
be possible to reversethe inference,to infer that if the equalityholds the
angle is right, since if the angle was slightly more or less than a right
angle, one quantitywould be slightly too large or too small. Something
18 Themistius misunderstandsthe passage in his paraphrase(Analyticorumposteriorumparaphrasis 26,22-8), apparentlydue to his ignorance of geometrical practice.
Aristotle means: "Suppose we are trying, by the method of analysis, to find a proof
that A. We infer from A to B, which we recognize to be true. But this does not yet
show us that A is true, because a false premiss could yield a true conclusion."
Themistius takes Aristotle to mean: "Suppose we are trying to find a proof that A. We
realize that B implies A. But that doesn't yet show that A, because B might be false."
The Aristotle text is (like the whole Posterior Analytics) highly elliptical, and
Themistius fills in the ellipses incorrectly,apparentlybecause he is unfamiliarwith the
practice of analysis and does not realize that the analyst takes the 4toUicvov (here
A) as a premiss in the analytical stage of his argument. Themistius is apparently
assuming that analysis must be something like rhetorical inventio, a practice with
which he is much more familiar.
'9 Assuming that A is a propositionratherthan an object. We could rewriteall this
in the case where A is an object.
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like this is why theoremslike the Pythagoreantheoremtend to have true
converses, althoughof course this does not hold in every case.20
ThispassagefromthePosteriorAnalyticsis enoughto showthatAristotle,
like later Greek writers, conceives of analysis as a process in which a
is assumedto be true, and deductionsare made from it until
tqxoiLuevov
we deducesomethingindependentlyknownto be true;we then try to convert the argument into a demonstration of the inTo{'EVOV.What may not

be clear is what part of this process is called "analysis."Aristotle says
that if all argumentsconverted,T6o vaX{Etv would be easy: this suggests
that &vaXvitv is not just what later writers call analysis, namely the
processof deducingfrom the 4ito(ugvov a propositionknown to be true,
but ratherthe whole process that later writerscall analysis-and-synthesis,
However, Aristotle's
culminatingin a demonstrationof the 4irro{wEvov.
usage is in fact the same as later writers', as is shown by Sophistici
Elenchi 16 175a26-28:"it sometimeshappens as in 8taypa'ija-a ['diagrams' but also 'geometric proofs']: for there too sometimes, after we
have analysed [&vaX{6avte;Iwe are unable to synthesize [ouvOeivat]
again."Hereava&kut;and o{vOecn;are clearlytwo successivestages, and
to aCUv0eoi;is what the Posterior
the difficultyof passingfrom &va&XuGt;
Analyticspassage calls the difficultyof "converting."So when Aristotle
says in the Posterior Analytics that "it would be easy to &vakc6av",he
must mean not simply that it would be easy to find an analysis of a

would be easy to find a good analysis, where a
good analysis is one that can be convertedinto a demonstrationof the
4n11?O{UjVOV,but that it

tnToitevov.

(It is always trivial to give some formally legitimate but

mathematicallyuseless analysis, and no one would take this as a goal.)
In these passages from the Posterior Analytics and Sophistici Elenchi Aris-

totle is interestedin drawinganalogies between the methods of analysis

20
Aristotle's descriptionis inadequatein some of the same ways that other descriptions of analysis, ancient and modem, typically are. He does not distinguishthe 4qo'uiiFvov from the proposition to be demonstrated.Connected with this, he treats the
argument that might or might not convert as simply an inference from one proposition to another, when it is actually embedded in a natural deduction context (i.e. we
are arguing from Px to Qx, neither of which is properly speaking a proposition, since
they each contain a free variable). Aristotle also speaks as if there were a single premiss A and a single conclusion B, when it would be more accurate to say that we can
deduce B from the premiss A and auxiliary premisses C,, C2, etc.; the argument is
very unlikely to be "convertible"to an argumentfrom B to the conjunctionof the premisses Ar-C1qC2, but it might be convertible to an argument from the conjunction
BqCrlC2 to A.
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and synthesisin geometryand proceduresof non-mathematical
reasoning,
althoughit is not clear thathe is willing to use the word avaXiTetvin nonmathematical cases. However, in a third passage, Aristotle does use
"analysis"metaphorically
to describe,notphilosophicalinferences,butpractical reasoningfrom ends to means.
Having posited the end, they examine how and by what means it will come about:
and if it seems that it can come about in many ways, they also examine which
is the easiest and best, but if it is accomplished [only] in one way, they examine how it will come about through this means and how this means itself
will come about, until they come to the first cause, which is last in discovery. For
the person who deliberates seems to be inquiring and analyzing [4InrEiVK0
avaXi)elv] in the way that has been described, as if [he were inquiringinto and
analyzing] a 8taypagiga (it seems that not all inquiry [i]t71yt;] is deliberation
- mathematicalones are not - but all deliberationis investigation);and the last
thing in the analysis is the first in the coming-to-be. And if they encountersomething impossible, they desist, for instance if money is needed and there is no way
to provide this; but if it seems possible, they try to do it. (NE 11,3 1112bl5-27)

This passage is difficult, but it is clear that Aristotle is thinking specifically
of problematic analysis, and using it as a model to describe practical

reasoning:we begin with a specificationof the object we are trying to
produce,and, positing a situationin which this has been achieved, we
reasonback to the way it mighthave been produced,untilwe reachsomething that is immediatelyin our power to produce.This last thing corresponds, in a problematicanalysis, to the last thing we constructfrom the
4TnOiO.gvov, which we recognize as something that is determined by the

data of the problem, so that we are able to constructit directly from
the data: so this "last thing in the analysis"is the "firstin the comingto-be"of the 4tovi'Pjevov;
then,in reversingthe analysis,we constructeach
of the subsequentthings out of this first thing, in the reverseof the order
in which we found them in the analysis, until we have constructedthe
4iyoiu'gvov. The analysis has succeeded only when we have inferred from

the ntrovIrvovback to a "firstcause"or &pxil,meaningnot a proposition
we know to be true, but an object we know we can construct;whereas,
if we infer to an object relatedto the givens of the problemin an impossible way, we have a reductioad absurdum,and we give up the problem
as unsolvable in the given case.2'

21 Aristotle may well also be thinking of analysis at NE VI,8 1142a23-30, where
that is
(ppovmlat;(the ability to deliberate well), which perceives some E,aXaxrov
npa-T v, is compared to an ability to perceive that ro Ev Toi; gaEPhlTtKOIK; i?xaTov
is (for instance) a triangle. To ev Toig
actrucoi; ''aGrTovmight mean simply a
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These passages from Aristotleshow that it was possible to presuppose
a familiaritywith the practiceof geometricanalysis in Academic circles
(in Plato's lifetime and in the subsequentdecades);that the practicewas
known by the name "analysis,"and that essentiallythe same (inadequate)
logical descriptionof analysis that we find in Pappuswas alreadyavailable; and, finally, that Academic philosopherswere interestedin using
geometricalanalysis,so described,as a model for philosophical(and practical) reasoning.So, even thoughPlato never uses the word "analysis,"he
and his studentsin the Academy were familiar with the practice;Plato
could(if he wanted)alludeto thisgeometricpractice(expectinghis Academic
readers to fill in the name "analysis"and the logical description),and
make whateverpoint he might want to make about the relationbetween
this kind of mathematicalreasoningand reasoningin philosophy.I will
now arguethat Plato does, once, so allude to analysis, in the second geometrical passage of the Meno (86e4-87b2); and then I will offer some
speculationsaboutwhat philosophicalpoint Plato wanted to make by the
analogy with geometry.
Socrates has proposedto examine "from a hypothesis"Meno's question whethervirtue is teachable.He then says,
I mean "from a hypothesis" in this way, the way the geometers often examine,
when someone asks them, for example, about an area, whether it is possible to
inscribe this area in this circle as a triangle. [A geometer] might say, "I don't
yet know whether this [area] is such [as to make the constructionpossible], but
I think I have as it were a hypothesis that would help towards the question, as
follows: if this area is such that when it is applied to the given line [sc. the diameter of the circle], it falls short by an area similar to the applied area, then one
thing seems to me to follow, but another if it is impossible for this to happen.
So after hypothesizing I am willing to tell you what follows about inscribing [the
area] in the circle, whether it is impossible or not."

Here Plato is consideringa geometricalproblem,"to inscribe in a given
circle a triangleequal to a given area";in fact the hypothesishe gives is
designedto solve the more specific problem"to inscribein a given circle
an isosceles triangleequal to a given area."22The hypothesis that Plato
mathematical particular,though it seems odd to posit a special quasi-sensory ability
to recognize (individual, but perfect and hence non-sensible) mathematical triangles;
but it seems more likely that to ?v toi; iahgartncoi; EGxa'rovis the last thing constructed in an analysis, which we quasi-perceptually recognize as something we
already know how to construct from the givens.
22 The special problem is equivalent to the general problem in the loose sense
that whenever there is a solution to the general problem there is also a solution to the
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mentions,namely that the given area can be applied to the diameterof
the given circle (in the form of a rectangle)in such a way that it falls
short by a figure similarto the appliedarea,23is in fact a necessaryand
sufficientconditionfor the problemto have a solution;furthermore,any
solutionto the application-of-areas
problemcan be straightforwardly
converted into a solution of the problem"to inscribe in a given circle an
isosceles triangleequal to a given area."For (see Figure 1) let AB be
a diameterof the given circle Y, and let the rectangleCDBE be equal to
the given area X, and let the rectangleCDBE fall shortof the line AB by
the rectangleFADC, in such a way that the rectangleCFAD is similar
to the rectangleCDBE. Thus the line CD is a mean proportionalbetween
the line AD and the line BD. Producethe line CD beyondD to G, so that
GD = CD. Since the rectangleon GD and CD (being equal to the square
on CD) is equal to the rectangleon AD and BD, it follows (by the converse of Euclid 111,35)thatthe points A, B, C and G lie on a circle. Since
the chordAB perpendicularly
bisects the chordCG, AB must be a diameter, so the circle on which the points A, B, C and G lie is in fact the
given circle Y. Now the triangle CDB, which is half of the rectangle

special problem. It is not equivalent in a strongersense, since there is no straightforward procedurefor converting a solution to the general problem into a solution to the
special problem.
23 An area X is applied to the line AB in the form of a rectangle (or parallelogram)
if a rectangle (parallelogram)equal to X is constructedwith AB as base; the applied
figure exceeds AB if its base is the line AC which extends AB to C lying beyond B
(and it exceeds AB by the portion of the figure that lies over BC); it falls short of AB
if its base is AC for C lying in between A and B (and it falls short of AB by the portion of the figure that lies over BC).
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CDBE, is also half of the triangleCGB. So CGB is equal to CDBE,which
is equal to the given area X. So CGB is an isosceles triangleinscribedin
the given circle Y and equal to the given area X: which is what was to
be found.
Plato explicitly cites this example, not as an example of analysis, but
only as an example of how a geometermight reason from a hypothesis
in answeringa given question.The questionhe cites proposesa problem
ratherthan a theorem,and a full answerwould be a solutionto the problem: that is, the aim is not simply to answer the question"is it possible
to inscribethis areain this circle as a triangle?"with yes or no, but rather,
in the case where the answer is yes, to give a construction-procedure
showing how to inscribethe area in the circle in the form of an [isosceles] triangle.24When the geometeranswersthe question"froma hypothesis," he is taking a step toward answering the question fully, that is,
for the problemand a construction-protowardgiving both a &toptogot6
cedurefor solving it where it can be solved. So when the geometeroffers
to answerthe questionfrom the hypothesis"the given area can be applied
to the diameterin such a way that it falls shortby a figure similarto the
appliedarea,"he is not simply claimingthat the originalproblemis solvable if and only if the application-of-areasproblemis solvable, but also
to convert any solution of the applicaofferinga construction-procedure
tion-of-areasprobleminto a solutionto the originalproblem.The solution
"froma hypothesis"thus reduces the originalproblemto the applicationof-areas problem: the task that remains is to give a Btoptagji; determining

problemcan be solved for the given area
whetherthe application-of-areas
for solving it
and the given line, and to give a construction-procedure
where it can be solved. When Plato recommendsthe geometers'practice
of answering"froma hypothesis,"he is recommendingtacklinga difficult
questionby reducingit step-by-stepto more basic questionsuntil we can
answerit directly:and this is the lesson Socratesdrawswhen, in answering Meno's question"is virtueteachable?"from the hypothesis"virtueis
knowledge,"he reducesMeno's questionto the question"is virtueknowledge?" (87b2-dl), then answersthis questionin turnfrom the hypothesis
"virtue is good" (87d2-89a7; explicitly called a "hypothesis"at 87d3),
which presumablywe can immediatelygrasp to be true. So Plato is recommending,not simply that we learn how to answer a given questionX
24 If the only interest were in giving a Btoptcjo';, this would be much easier: the
answer would be "if and only if the given area is less than or equal to an equilateral
triangle inscribed in the given circle."
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from a given hypothesisY, but also that we learn how to tackle a given
questionX byfinding an appropriate"hypothesis"to reduceit to.25In giving the geometricalexample, Plato leaves it mysterioushow the geometer finds the appropriatehypothesis:on a superficialreading,it looks as
if the geometeris simply guessing, or intuitivelydiviningthat the hypothesis "the given area can be appliedto the diameterin such a way that it
falls short by a figure similar to the applied area,"would be useful for
investigatingthe problemat hand; it would then be just a lucky coincidence, or a confirmationof the geometer's power of intuition,that the
hypothesisturnsout to be necessaryand sufficientfor solving the problem. But in fact this hypothesiswas certainlyfound by the method of
analysis, and is very typical of the use of analysis in reducinga problem
to an easier problem; and since Plato is recommendinga method for
finding appropriatehypothesesand so reducinghard questionsto easier
ones, it is analysis that he is recommending.
To see how analysis of the problem"to inscribein a given circle Y an
isosceles triangleequal to a given area X" would lead to Plato's hypothesis, assume the problemsolved. So (see Figure 1) let BCG be an isosceles triangle,BC = BG, inscribedin the circle Y and equal to the rectilineal area X. Then let BA be a diameterof the circle Y; the diameterBA
perpendicularly
bisects the chordCG at a pointD. ConnectAC. The angle
ZACB is inscribedin a semicircle,and is thereforea right angle. So the
triangles ADC and CDB are similar, to each other and to the triangle
ACB. So, completingthe rectanglesADCF and CDBE, we see that these
rectanglesare similar, and thereforethat the rectangleCDBE falls short
of the line AB by a figure similar to itself. Since the rectangleCDBE is
double the triangleCDB, which is half of the triangleBCG, it follows
that CDBE = BCG; but BCG = X, so CDBE = X. So the given area X has

been appliedto a diameterof the given circle Y in the form of a rectangle, in such a way that it falls shortof the diameterby a figuresimilarto
the applied area. As we have seen, the analysis can be reversed,so the
hypothesis"thearea X can be appliedto the diameterof Y in the formof

25 In Prior Analytics 11,25,Aristotle gives this passage (without citing the Meno by
name) as an example of reduction [&1Lay l]: we wish to know whether teachable
belongs to virtue, it is clear that teachable belongs to knowledge, so we reduce the
question whether teachable belongs to virtue to the (hopefully) simpler question
whether knowledge belongs to virtue. Aristotle compares this to a geometrical example, Hippocratesof Chios' attemptto reduce the problemof squaringthe circle to simpler problems.
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a rectanglein such a way that it falls shortby a figure similarto the applied area"gives a sufficientas well as a necessaryconditionfor solving
the problem"to inscribein the circle Y an isosceles triangleequal to X."
This is not only an easy and straightforward
use of analysis, but also
a very typical one. In fact, it seems to be partof a systematicprogramof
reducingproblemsof all kinds to problemsof applicationof areas, in the
hope thatthese problemscould all be solved in a simple and uniformway.
An importantexample is theproblem of constructinga regularpentagon,
which can be reduced by analysis to the problem "to divide a line in
extreme and mean ratio";this in turn can be reducedby analysis to the
problem"to apply a squareto its own side in the form of a rectanglein
such a way that it exceeds by a square,"and this in turncan be reduced
by analysis to the problem of finding a mean proportional,and thus
solved. Probablybeginning from the analysis of the regular pentagon,
early Greek geometersdeveloped techniquesfor solving a broadclass of
problemsof applicationof areas:Proclus(InEuclidem419-20)citesEudemus
as attributingthese techniquesto "the Muse of the Pythagoreans"(i.e. to
the traditionfrom Hippasusto Archytas)and Euclid presentstheir results
in developedform in ElementsVI. The originalproblemswould have been
"to apply a given area to a given line, in the form of a rectangle,in such
a way that it exceeds [or falls short]by a square,"but the techniquesfor
solving these problemscan be generalizedto solve "to apply a given area
to a given line, in the form of a rectangle,in such a way that it exceeds
[or falls short] by a rectangle similar to a given rectangle"or even "to
apply a given area to a given line, in the form of a parallelogram,in such
a way that it exceeds [or falls short]by a parallelogramsimilarto a given
parallelogram,"which is the problem that Euclid solves in Elements
VI,28-29. Euclidgives a 8toptaji6;for the problemof falling-short(which
cannot be solved in all cases), and gives a constructionwhich works by
reducingboth problemsto the problemof constructinga parallelogramof
a given shapewith a given area,which in turncan be reducedto the problem of findinga mean proportional;while Euclid does not explicitly give
the analyses of his application-of-areas
problems,his expositionmakes it
obvious that his constructions (and his toptaFgo) were first discovered by

analysis.26The application-of-areasproblem that Plato proposes as his
26 In fact the proof of VI,27, giving the S&optajo6 for the falling-short problem
VI,28, is a disguised analysis (and thus, in a sense, the earliest extant analysis). What
Euclid is doing in these propositionsseems to arise from a generalizationof the results
needed to construct the regular pentagon. Euclid draws from VI,29, the problem of
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"hypothesis"in the Meno is obviously similar in formulationto Euclid's
but
problems,and comes from the same geometricalresearch-program;
Plato's problemis more difficult,and Euclid does not discuss it in the
Elementsbecause it cannot be reducedto findinga mean proportionalor
solved by ruler-and-compassconstructions.However, there is a solution
using conics, which Plato may well have knownwhen he wrote the Meno,
and which was certainlywithin the capacityof Greek geometersat least
least by mid-fourth-century.27
But whetherPlato knew the solutionor not,
he would have seen the problem as part of a promising programfor
finding&toptagoi of any given construction-problem
and for solving any
problemwhen it can be solved.28
Thus Plato alludes at Meno 86e4-87b2 to the method of analysis,
and more specifically to the programof reducingconstruction-problems
throughproblematicanalysis;and he holds up the programof analysis as
a methodologicalmodel for philosophicalinquiry.But Plato does all this
withoutever using the word "analysis"(thoughhe must have known the
word), and without describingclearly either the logic of the method in
general or the geometry of the case he describes:he does not explain
eitherhow his application-of-areas
problemwas derivedfrom the original
problem,or how it would help to solve the original problem,or how it
might itself be solved; indeed, he does not describe either the original
problem or the "hypothesis"clearly enough for anyone who did not
already understandthe problemPlato is describingto understandhim.29

excess, the corollary VI,30, "to divide a line in extreme and mean ratio." Euclid does
not use VI,30 to construct the regular pentagon, because he has already done it in
IV,10-1 I without using proportiontheory, using II, 1, "to divide a straightline so that
the rectangle contained by the whole and one segment is equal to the square on the
other segment": but this is simply VI,30 reformulated,and re-proved, in such a way
as to avoid proportions.Euclid is certainly modifying an earlier order of presentation
which used application of areas to construct the pentagon.
27 See the solutionof the Meno problemgiven by Heath,Historyof GreekMathematics
(Oxford, 1921), v. 1, pp. 300-301, using the same methods that Menaechmus (a student of Eudoxus) used to find two mean proportionalsbetween two given lengths (see
Heath, v. 1, pp. 251-5).
28 In the passage of Philodemus' Academica (ed. Gaiser, Stuttgart, 1988, p. 152)
reportingsome Academic or Peripateticsource on the progress of mathematicsin the
Academy, and speaking of Plato as research-director,it is said that "analysis and the
taking of Stoptogoi

[il a&va6kutq Kalt6 niep' Soptagolb;

),.tga]"

were then brought

forth; the conjunction is apparentlythe subject of a singular verb.
I Hence the gross misunderstandingsof this passage e.g. in Jowett's and Grube's
translations, and by Bluck in the appendix to his edition of the Meno (Cambridge,
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This compressed passage, alluding without explanation to what would
have been the forefrontof mathematicalresearch,immediatelyafter an
extremelyslow and patientdiscussionof a trivial mathematicalfact, was
not meant to be understoodby most of its readers;Meno, who asks no
questions at all at this crucial turningpoint in the argument,obviously
does not understandwhat is going on. In fact, the passage is perfectproof
for Gaiser's thesis that Plato's dialogues allude to doctrinesthat they do
not fully explain, in an attemptto rouse Plato's readersto seek further
enlightenmentin the Academy.30Those of Plato's readerswho are familiar with currentgeometricpracticewill understandhis mathematicalallusions; his other readerswill pick up that Plato is referringto some geometric result and to some geometric practice which is supposed to be
philosophicallyimportantand which they would understandif they came
to studygeometryin the Academy.3'But what was the philosophicalpayoff supposedto be?
III
As I said at the beginning,analysis appealedto philosophersbecause it
presenteda method for discovery. In the Meno, the progressof inquiry
had been frustrated:Socrates cannot answer Meno's question "is virtue
teachable"until Meno tells him what virtueis, and Meno, unableto define
virtue after repeatedattempts,gives what Socratescalls an "eristicargument"(80e2) to show that one cannot search for somethingif one does
not alreadyknow what it is. So Socrates'immediatetask is to show Meno
how inquiryis possible, by giving him successfulmodels of it: this is the
point of both the first and the second geometricalpassages.The firstgeometricalpassage, togetherwith the account of immortalityand recollection which it illustrates,helps to show how we can inquire"what is X"

1964); but the passage is correctly translatede.g. by Guthrie, and by Heath, History
of Greek Mathematics,v. 1, p. 299, followed in the revised version of Grube's translation in John Cooper and D.S. Hutchinson, eds., Complete Works of Plato (Indianapolis, 1997).
30 I am not endorsing Gaiser's view of the content of these doctrines.
'1 CompareHeath,History of GreekMathematics,v. 1, p. 302. Benecke had objected
that, on the (correct) interpretationfavored by Heath, Socrates would be describing
quite a difficult geometrical problem, and that therefore "Plato is unlikely to have
introduced it in such an abrupt and casual way into the conversation between Socrates and Meno"; Heath replies, rightly, that "Plato was fond of dark hints in things
mathematical."
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(e.g. what is virtue?):we have encounteredX before this life and so have
dim memoriesof it, which will help us to recognize the thing when we
are confrontedwith it again, and which can be teasedout and "tieddown"
to become knowledge.The second geometricalpassage serves a complementaryfunctionin showinghow inquiryis possible.Socrateshad wanted
Meno (encouragedby the account of recollection)to keep on inquiring
",whatis virtue?"(86c4-6), but Meno wants to go back to his original
questionwhethervirtueis teachableor acquiredin some otherway (86c7d2), that is, to ask what virtue is like [0i10v ?aTI] before determining what
it is [ti ?aort].Surprisingly,althoughSocrateshad earlier insisted that it

was impossibleto inquirein this way, he now immediatelygives in, and
offers to investigateMeno's oiw6v
?vSTt questionon the basis of a hypothesis about the xi iart. As we have seen, this hypotheticalinvestigation
means using somethingcomparableto the methodof analysis to reduce
the lo6ov Es;t questionto a ti esm question,and to keep reducingit until
we reach a questionthat we can answerdirectly.In a sense, Socrateshas
not concededmuch on the logical priorityof the ti Eart to the loi6ovc'aTl
question,since he continuesto insist that we cannotknowwhethervirtue
is teachableuntil we can demonstratethe answer from a knowledge of
what virtueis. But as a matterof heuristics,Socratesis concedingthat it
may be useful to begin with the logically posteriornioi6v9art question,in
the hope of discovering an answer both to the Ti irtt and to the noiov E'at

questions.CertainlyMeno had not been makingmuch progressin his successive attemptsto answer the ri iarrt questiondirectly, so perhapsit is
worthtryingan indirectapproach.The geometersare supposedto be able,
throughanalysis, to reason from logically posteriorthings to logically
priorthings, and so to discover the appropriateprinciplesfor demonstrating an answer to a given question;so perhapswe can imitate their success in philosophy.Thus the first geometricalpassage suggests that it is
in principlepossible come to knowledgeof what virtueis, if someonecan
discover the right series of questionsto ask; the second passage suggests
that somethinglike an analytic investigationof whethervirtue is teachable might be the path that succeeds, in bringing us to knowledge of
whethervirtue is teachable,and thus also of what virtue is.32

32 If Plato had thought it was worth while, he could also have illustratedthe method
of analysis in the first geometrical example, by showing how the line of questioning
that promptsrecollection is an application of the method of analysis. In one sense he
is in fact doing this, since part of what prompts recollection is the refutationof the
answers that the side of the eight-foot square is four or three; and such a reductio ad
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What is much less clear is how this is supposedto work. If we start
that we need for demonstratingthe answer to
by not knowing the &pXai
our question (here "is virtue teachable?"),how is analysis or its philosophical analogue going to help us find the demonstration?Later Greek
philosophersidentify analysis with arguing "upward"to the appXai,and
suggest that we can first argue "up"from posteriorthings to the &pxac,
then argue back "down"from the apxai to the posteriorthings. But this
kind of argumentwill not give a demonstration,and so will not give us
knowledgeof the posteriorthings, unless we have acquiredknowledgeof
the &pXai:and how is analysis or its analoguesupposedto help in that?
There are a numberof differentsenses in which analysis could be said
to lead to knowledgeof &pXac,and it will help to sort some of these out.
To begin with, apxiican be takenas equivalentto iunt0ec;t,as the proposition which is "laid down"at the beginningof a discourse,to fix the refIn this sense, when
erenceof a termor to give a premissfor a deduction.33
absurdumis just an analysis with a negative result. However, the positive result that
the side of the eight-foot square is the diagonal of the four-foot square is not shown
as being reached analytically:if Socrates had not already known the answer, and asked
the boy the right string of questions based on knowledge of this answer, the boy might
never have discovered it. But Plato could instead have shown this result as being
reached by analysis: suppose a square of area eight square feet has been found; draw
the diagonals, dividing the square into four equal isosceles right triangles, each of
which is thus of area two square feet. At this stage, probably, something clicks, and
we recognize that half of the given two-foot-by-two-foot square, divided by a diagonal, is also an isosceles right triangle of area two square feet. We thus know how to
construct purely from givens a figure similar and equal to the figure we have constructed from the lqToi4Levov,

namely the isosceles right triangle whose base is the

side of the 4toiotrvov square. And we can then reverse the analysis to construct the
41TtOi4LEVOV square of area eight square feet from the isosceles right triangle of area
two square feet, by constructingfour equal and similar isosceles right triangles around
the same vertex. The diagram that would result is the diagram that Socrates in fact
draws, and Plato could have representedit as the result of reversing this analysis. But
Plato probablythoughtthat the method of analysis was too importantto waste on such
a trivial example: its power is better brought out by showing how it can contributeto
a difficult problem belonging to currentor recent mathematicalresearch.
3 Carl Huffman gives a useful collection and discussion of evidence on the early
history of the terms apXTiand rno60rat;,especially in Hippocratictexts, in the introduction to his Philolaus of Croton: Pythagorean and Presocratic (Cambridge, 1993),
pp. 78-92. The noun bn?6rat; is a relatively late development from the phrase bn7otiOra0ct a pXTIv,"to lay down a beginning" for a discourse, where it is often assumed
that the appropriate beginning must be something that the listeners will agree
to. The sense "beginning of a discourse" connects with the physical sense of &pXPi,
since often the appropriatebeginning for the discourse will be the "natural"beginning
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problematic analysis discovers the Stoptc06

for a given problem, it is

discoveringan apx"ifor the proposition,that is, a hypothesisfrom which
the propositioncan be proved.But this is not discoveringan &p i in such
a way that the apXyiis known to be true: and while I think part of
whatPlato is interestedin is simply discoveringan appropriatehypothesis for proving a given proposition,he also wants more than that. Thus
the Phaedo speaks of going from a hypothesis to a higher hypothesis
"untilyou come to somethingsufficient"at which you can stop (102el);
the Republic says that dialectic proceeds from a hypothesis C'' apXilv
avul6OEtov(51Ob6-7),i.e. to an apxii which is not a hypothesis,butwhich
is somehow immediatelyknown(and not merely assumed)to be true. If
a hypothesisis somethinglike the Stoptor.o;of a problem,or more generally any conditionof a propositionthatcan be reachedby analysis,then
what is an apX'9that is not a hypothesis?A look at the Meno example
suggestswhy the"hypothesis"
thereis insufficient,andwhata moresufficient
might
look
like.
Recall
that the problemwas posed with regardto
apxyj
a particulararea and a particularcircle, "whetherit is possible to inscribe
this area in this circle as a triangle":the geometersays that he can do it
"if this area is such thatwhen it is appliedto the given line [sc. the diameter of the circle], it falls short by an area similar to the applied area,"
but he does not know whetherthis hypothesisholds. This is because the
hypothesis is itself a difficult problem (or says that a problemcan be
solved), and thereis no directway to verify whetherit holds of the given
area. By contrast,if the hypothesiswere "thisarea is smallerthananother
given area,"therewould be a directway to check whetherit holds (assuming both areas are given as rectilinealfigures):if it holds, it can be established, not by a generalproof, but by a constructionthat must be verified
by direct perceptionof this particulargiven area. It seems reasonableto
say thatwhen a geometricpropositionhas been reducedto somethingthat
we can verify by direct perceptionof the given figure, then it has been
reducedto an apxi'j
that is not a hypothesis.But this dependson visual
perceptionof a figure:this is no help in dialectic, which, unlike geometry, makes no use of visual images, and can lead us to knowledgeonly
by reasoning.How can reasoninglead us to knowledgeof an &pXTl
that
is not a hypothesis?
of the thing. The beginning of the discourse may also be something like a definition,
not so much as a startingpoint for deduction as to make sure the speaker and listeners are talking about the same subject (so too in Plato, Phaedrus 237b7-d3). Plato can
'
use &p and 'in6eeoa; as equivalent, as with i?n0evoi; at Phaedo 101d7 and &pxj
at l0le2.
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I don't have a fully adequateanswerto this question,and I don't think
Plato did either. But furtherreflectionon geometricalanalysis will shed
some light on how Plato thoughtits philosophicalanaloguemight work.
To begin with, there is an obvious sense in which analysis is reasoning
back to an apxil - not simply to a hypothesis(or to the 8toptagi6 of a
problem)but to an 'apxi that is knownto be true. In (say) the theoretical
analysis of a theoremVx (Px-+Qx),we reason from the Cqro{ievov Qx
(togetherwith the "given" Px and the principlesof geometry) back to
of geomsomethingknown to be true,where this could be eitheran apXiTj
etry absolutely,or an apxil relativelyto this particularproposition,that is,
one of the givens of the proposition(Px or - since Px is typically a conjunction- one of the conjunctsin Px), or somethingthathas alreadybeen
deducedfrom some combinationof these &pXai.In any of these cases it
is fair to say that we are reasoning back from the 4qtoiTVevov to an

apn

that is known to be true.34But, since the argumentbegins by assuminga
which is not (at the outset) known to be true, the inference
4MMoi>evov
from the 4irrovuevovto the apXTicannotbe the cause of our knowingthe
&pxqito be true.One possibleway out would be to say thatwe may begin
the "upwardway" from a Cirro{jievov
which we "know"to be truethrough
or
sense-experience from authority,but which we do not know scientifically, becausewe don't understandwhy it's true.Indeed,in geometrywe
often startby believingthata theoremis true,on the authorityof a teacher
or of a book, and then apply theoreticalanalysis in order to discover a
proof, and so to understandwhy the theoremis true. In such a case, we
begin with a

4toV?gVOV

which we "know" in a weak sense, reason up to

so
an apXijwhich we know, and reason back down to the inrrov4ievov,
coming to know it in a strongersense; Plato would call our initial state
"trueopinion"ratherthan knowledge, and he would describe the whole
process as converting true opinion into knowledge by "tying it down"
through"reasoningout the cause" (Meno 98a3-4). But again, if we have
no means of recognizing the truth of the &pXijindependently of the
this processcannotgive us scientificknowledge:it will leave
41toljiEVOV,
us with only true opinion of the &pXij,and so with only true opinion of

34 Plato seems not to be interestedin the "logical direction"of analysis, i.e. the fact
that starting from the lntoi?rvov Q, we work back to a principle or a given P such
Q-+P, in the hope of proving, when we reverse the analysis, that P-+Q. Plato speaks
as if we just divined P as a plausible startingpoint for proving Q, and established that
P-+Q; but Plato thinks that we also examine the consequences of the hypothesis -_P,
and thus indirectly proving Q-+P.
proving (_P)(_Q),
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the 4iiTouig4vov. This cannot be what Plato means by Socrates' explana-

tion of how we can arriveat knowledgein philosophy.Indeed,if we take
the comparisonwith geometricalanalysis seriously,it rules this out, since
the successof analysisdependson ourinferringto somethingthatwe already
know to be true, independentlyof the analyticalchain of inferencesthat
lead us to it.
But we need to draw a distinction.An analysis terminateswhen we
succeed in inferringsomethingthat we alreadyhabituallyknow, but we
need not actually know it before we infer it from the 4qto{iEvov. Here I
am using Aristotle'sterminologyof actual and habitualknowledge:I am
actually knowing a theoremif I am currentlythinkingaboutthe theorem
and understandingwhy it is true;I have habitualknowledgeof the theorem if I am in such a state that, whenever I turn my attentionto the
theorem,if nothingobstructsme from thinkingaboutit, I will understand
why the theorem is true. Thus someone who has masteredelementary
geometryalways has habitualknowledgeof a large numberof theorems,
althoughmost of the time he will not have this particulartheoremor its
proof presentto his mind. For an analysis to succeed,we must, when we
make the final inference,recognize that its conclusion is somethingwe
know to be true: this means that we must already have had habitual
knowledgeof the conclusion,and so the analyticalinferenceitself cannot
be the cause of our habitualknowledgeof the conclusion,but it may very
well be the cause of our actual knowledge of the conclusion;that is, it
may be the occasion that turnsour attentionto this proposition,actualizes
our habitualknowledge of it, and begins the chain of actualizations(as
we reverse each step of the analysis) which leads to our having actual
knowledgeof the theoremwe were tryingto prove.
Indeed,it is in some sense necessarythat,when I am in the processof
doing an analysis, I do not yet have actual knowledgeof the proposition
(alreadyhabituallyknown) in which the analysis will terminate.Suppose
I am doing a theoreticalanalysis of the theoremVx (Px-+Qx). Suppose
that, in the analyticalchain of inferencesbeginningfrom the 'n-ToigeVOv
Qx (and also assumingthe given Px), the final propositionI reach is Rx;
when I reach the conclusionRx, I recognize that I alreadyhave habitual
knowledgethat Vx (Px-+Rx),and therefore,using the given Px, that Rx.
Now suppose that the next-to-last propositionI reach in the analysis,
immediatelybefore Rx, is Sx. If the analysis is step-by-stepreversible,
then, as the first step in reversingthe analysis,I will be able to prove Vx
(PxnRx-+Sx); since I can also prove Vx (Px-+Rx), I can prove Vx
(Px-*Sx). But, clearly, I did not have actualknowledgeof the proposition
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Vx (Px-+Sx)before I drew the analyticinferencefrom Sx to Rx; for, if I
had, I would have stoppedthe analysis at Sx, ratherthan going on to Rx.
So, even if I hadactual(andnot merelyhabitual)knowledgeof Vx (Px-+Rx),
thatknowledgemusthave been somehow"obstructed"
and preventedfrom
producingactual knowledge of its consequences.If I had not been thus
obstructedsomewheredown the line, I would have seen right down the
chain of consequencesfrom Px to Qx, and so I would have known the
theorem immediately, without having to apply analysis to discover a
proof. So analysis, if it succeeds, has the psychologicaleffect of removing an obstructionfrom some of my habitualknowledge, to allow it to
have its full consequencesin actual knowledge.
Geometricalanalysis can thus provide Plato with a model for philosophicaldiscovery,in one sense of "discovery":it does nothingto explain
a transitionfrom not havinghabitualknowledgeto havinghabitualknowledge, but it helps to explain the transitionfrom having merely habitual
knowledge to having actual knowledge,that is, the process of removing
an obstructionfrom our habitualknowledge.But, after all, this is all we
can expect from Plato, since he renouncesthe possibilityof explainingthe
first kind of transition.The point of the account of learningas recollection is just to give up on this, and to say that we have always had habitual knowledge, but that it has been somehow obstructed,and that we
"learn"by removingobstructionsandreawakeningthe habitualknowledge
that is underthe surface of our minds. The two geometricalpassages of
the Meno serve complementaryfunctionsin explaininghow we can come
to have actualknowledge:the first arguesthat we have always had habitual knowledge,and the second uses the model of geometricalanalysis to
explain how we can go from habitualto actual knowledge.
Analysis infers from a inrrovtEvov, assumed but not known to be true,

to some kind of apl'j alreadyhabituallyknown to be true;we come to
actuallyknow the apx'il,and thus it becomes availableas a starting-point
for demonstrating the 4nTob'4evov. Analysis is designed to bring some pos-

sible &pXiito our attention,and also to bring to our attentiona possible
series of inferencesfrom this apxil throughintermediatepropositionsto
the 4Pqo{iEvov; of course, this can occasion our discovery of an actual
proof only if we do have habitualknowledge that the apxl' is true and
that each of the inferentialsteps is justified.If we begin from a trueopinion of the CnTo'U14EVOV
(based, perhaps, on the authority of a competent

teacher),we have good reasonto hope thatwe will reacha trueand usable
appi, thus stimulatingrecollection of something we already habitually
knew but did not have presentto our minds;and, as Plato says, "since all
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nature is akin, and the soul has learned all things, nothing prevents
someone, once he has recollectedjust one thing - and this is what people call learning- from findingout all the others"(Meno81c9-d3). Nonetheless, thereis an importantdisanalogybetweengeometricalanalysisand
the kind of philosophicalinquirythatPlato wants it to illustrate.In geometry, we are interestedin awakeningactual knowledgeof the apXljonly
as a means to discovering a proof of the 4Ptov'4evov; the &p j (in the

exampleI have been using, Rx, or Vx (Px-+Rx))is not in itself something
especiallydesirableto know - it is, generally,an obviousfact but one that
had not occurredto us in this connection,or had not seemed useful as a
starting point for proving the 4PTou{jvov.As Plato sees it, the philosophical case is different:althougha particularinquirer(such as Meno)
may be more interestedin the posteriorquestion(whethervirtueis teachable) than in the prior question (what virtue is), so that in a particular
dialecticalsituationwe may be led to ask aboutthe apxyilfor the sake of
knowing the ,notUoevov, nonetheless Plato thinks that the knowledge of

the apxil (of what virtue is, and ultimately,of the good) is intrinsically
much more desirablethan all the knowledgewe can derive from it. The
is a great good, but it is one we alreadyhave,
knowledge of the &pXnj
deep within us; but like the food and drink of Tantalus (apparently
recalled at Euthydemus280b-d), it is a possession that we are prevented
from using, and so does not actuallybenefitus. Since this knowledgelies
deeply buriedwithin us, to uncoverit and make it availablewould be a
greatgood; whereasthe principlesof geometrylie prettyclose to the surface, and the greatthing is not to dig them up but to build somethingwith
them. Despite this difference between the aims of geometry and of
Platonic philosophy,Plato finds the method of analysis an encouraging
model for what he hopes can happen in philosophicaldiscovery. In the
SeventhLetter he says that the knowledge he aims at "suddenly,like a
light kindledfrom a leaping fire, comes to be in the soul and then nourishes itself' (341c7-d2); but in this same passage he is warningagainst
false claims of insight, and insisting that the leaping and kindlingcome
about only "with the maximumof practiceand much time" (344b2-3),35
35 There is an untranslatablepun in ptpIi:"practice"in the sense of repeatedexercise as opposed to theoretical instruction(perhaps as a way of leaming to apply the
instruction,but Gorgias 463b2-4 describes rhetoric and relish-making as "not TExVn
the standardword
but tigrnpia ca'i tp4o "); also just "spendingtime" (like taurp43sn,
for philosophical education through conversation and companionship);but also "rubbing," a sense which Plato makes good use of here, with a suggestion of starting a
fire by friction.
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throughpatientand rigorousinquiry.WhatPlato is describingis an everyday experiencein geometry.When analysissucceeds, somethingsuddenly
happens,a sparkjumps, we suddenlyunderstandsomethingor see something in a new light, and see how to find what we were looking for; but
analysis is also a precise discipline that we can become trainedin, and
that must be practiced rigorously and patiently for the result to come
about;and it is accompaniedby a rigorousmethodof synthesisfor checking and for discardingfalse inspirations.One can only wish there was
somethinglike that in philosophy.36
Departmentof Philosophy
McGill University37
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Long after writing the above, I discovered the following passage in Galen,

expressing

'rxiiv

a similar judgment: "O{5' a&XX1 ctq OEcopixagEte06v;
EI'ppaivEt 'TcIv
cpo?X - wax &p&;
pVOib;Ti5 &vxiirV ci, 6tav y? n; aVa&f

&vapo';
ev yap eintiov6o

Xit
ai &kXat aXe86v 'ainacat. cadtot Kav Ei if&gtiav
EoTtV, IboEitp K
XE aup'iaOi
ipb; r&
IaX(
TiO c?IV
av
TyTaa
?tXE,S' a6TO' ry?
cVxPPOaGVIV
7tpO;
eiXeV MWNvat Ta' a1rTiv C'aiperov e`Xoioav, 3; E&prv, T6OaPTxPrEipC0aX

auTwv T&v EbpTEVcV, O6IEpO1K EaTtV ?V Xt015;ICCa
e&tXoaopiv

eptUapiopivgo;"

(On the errors of the soul, 5,87,14-88,6 Kuehn; repunctuatingfollowing Marquardt
and De Boer).
37 This paper was originally read at a conference at the University of Chicago honoring Bill Tait on the occasion of his retirement.I would like to thank members of
that audience for useful discussion, especially Bill Tait, Michael Friedman, Ian
Mueller, and Howard Stein; I also received valuable feedback, not in Chicago, from
Emily Carson, Michael Hallett, Rachana Kamtekar,Alison Laywine, a class at McGill
University, and an anonymous referee. Years of conversations both with Bill Tait and
with Ian Mueller, and reading their writings, have helped to shape my understanding
of Greek mathematics and of its philosophical ramifications.

